It’s a MAD-MAD

MADISON World

MADISON FUNGAMA is our theme for our
Fun@ work. Over 500 Madisonites in our 15
specialist units across India have made
FUNGAMA a part of their daily work life.
Some of the fun activities we do• Thank God Its Friday popularly called TGIF is
a theme based weekly activity wherein all our
office across the country follow a theme. We
have had themes like- Jadoo ki Jhappi Day
(employees have to hug one another), Sunshine
Day (yellow dress code), Sabko Topi Pehnao
Day (wearing head gear), Back to School Day,
Chaddi Buddy Day (wearing shorts, capris, etc).
• Our Freshers are also welcomed into the MAD
WORLD by making ‘Bakras’ out of them and
celebrating ‘FUCHA DAY’ to showcase their
talent either by singing, dancing or imitating
colleagues in the office.

• We have a session called ‘Tea with Sam’ an
informal session between the employees and our
CMD. It’s not a boring official meeting but a
more informal session where a friendly bond is
made and the employee gets to know the boss
better and the boss gets to know the employee
better.
• The teams looks forward to any Birthday in the
office, although we are not sure if the birthday
boy or girl actually looks forward to it. All dressed
in new clothes the birthday boy/girl gets a good
chocolate face mask absolutely free of cost and
birthday bumps equivalent to their age. You can
imagine the plight of the seniors within the
system!
• To de - stress we have kick boxing sessions.
We have golf clubs and boxing gloves too
where the office premise is used as a golf course
and colleagues as punching bags to help
employees de-stress.

• Some also believe in taking Power naps,
however we don’t know if they are really useful!

• Then we have our annual MADISON WORLD
CUP for football wherein all units compete for the
coveted MADISON cup. Last year saw our PR
team winning the Cup.

• We also like to challenge our employees
intellectually by doing Brawls- a debate session
where teams have to argue against their job
function. We sometimes also have Role reversal
for a day.
• We have a Lateral Thinking Contest of the
day to test and stimulate the IQ of our
employees.

Last but not the least, we believe in
FUNGAMA beyond MADISON
and force people to leave office by 8pm
to continue the ‘Fungama’ beyond work.
Lights are switched off at 8 pm
to discourage people from staying back
late in the office.

So, do you think you would like to be a
part of this Mad World??
Send your resumes to

natasha@madisonindia.com

